EEG time-frequency analysis provides arguments for arm swing support in human gait control
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ABSTRACT

Background: Human gait benefits from arm swing, which requires four-limb co-ordination. The Supplementary Motor Area (SMA) is involved in multi-limb coordination. With its location anterior to the leg motor cortex and the pattern of its connections, this suggests a distinct role in gait control.

Research question: Is the SMA functionally implicated in gait-related arm swing?

Methods: Ambulant electroencephalography (EEG) was employed during walking with and without arm swing in twenty healthy subjects (mean age: 64.9 yrs, SD 7.2). Power changes across the EEG frequency spectrum were assessed by Event Related Spectral Perturbation (ERSP) analysis over both the putative SMA at electrode position Fz and additional sensorimotor regions.

Results: During walking with arm swing, midline electrodes Fz and Cz showed a step-related pattern of Event Related Desynchronization (ERD) followed by Event Related Synchronization (ERS). Walking without arm swing was associated with significant ERD-ERS power reduction in the high-beta/low-gamma band over Fz and a power increase over Cz. Electrodes C3 and C4 revealed a pattern of ERD during contralateral- and ERS during ipsilateral leg swing. This ERD power decreased in gait without arm swing (low-frequency band). The ERSP pattern during walking with arm swing was similar at CP1 and CP2: ERD was seen during double support and the initial swing phase of the right leg, while a strong ERS emerged during the second half of the left leg's swing. Walking without arm swing showed a significant power reduction of this ERD-ERS pattern over CP2, while over CP1, ERS during left leg's swing turned into ERD.

Conclusion: The relation between arm swing in walking and a step-related ERD-ERS pattern in the high-beta/low-gamma band over the putative SMA, points at an SMA contribution to integrated cyclic anti-phase movements of upper- and lower limbs. This supports a cortical underpinning of arm swing support in gait control.

1. Introduction

Locomotion of quadrupeds obviously requires coordination between four limbs. Human bipedal gait similarly exhibits a characteristic four-limb pattern, with anti-phase arm swing in the same frequency as the lower limb oscillations. Such arm swing has been suggested to contribute to stabilization [1,2], energetic efficiency [1,3,4], and recruiting neuronal support for maintaining the cyclic motor pattern [5–8].

Gait movements are strongly driven by rhythm generating networks in the spinal cord and brainstem that are, however, crucially embedded in more widely distributed networks also comprising cortical regions [9–13]. The latter enable dynamic involvement of multiple sensory domains in gait control, underscoring the flexibility of underlying motor programs [14]. At the cortical level, the primary motor cortex (M1) and Supplementary Motor Area (SMA) play distinct roles in gait.

M1 has been argued to directly drive muscles for steady-state walking [15–21], although the SMA has direct output to the spinal cord too [22–25]. Selective SMA and no M1 activation during imaginary locomotion suggests higher-order involvement of the SMA [26,27]. A characteristic difference between the SMA and M1 that may point at region-specific motor contributions concerns their transcallosal connectivity. The SMA has stronger and more widespread connections with the motor field of the contralateral cortex, compared to M1, supporting the idea that the SMA participates in a more bilateral motor system, indeed serving opposite limb coordination [28,29]. The SMA contribution to walking may also be inferred from lesions resulting in disequilibrium and gait abnormalities [30–33]. In Parkinson’s Disease (PD), decreased SMA activation has been associated with gait deficits that become manifest in reduced step length and lost arm swing [34–36]. Notwithstanding the evident role of the SMA in opposite limb
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coordination, this involvement is organized within wider distributed cortical circuitry [37,38]. Aside from its role in upper-limb co-ordination, the SMA plays a pivotal role in voluntary movement initiation [39–43]. This SMA involvement in both bilateral movement coordination and movement initiation thus appears consistent with a central role in circuitry repeatedly pacing the cyclic pattern of four limbs during gait, in which arm swing might serve as a driving force in walking. As the SMA has direct connections to both the spinal cord [22–25] and M1 [44], its proposed role in gait control may be effectuated by either direct input to lower motor centers, input mediated by M1, or both.

Brain activity during overground walking can be studied by ambulant electroencephalography (EEG). With data collected in this manner, functional cortical circuitry underlying stereotypical movement patterns can be identified by calculating Event Related Spectral Perturbations (ERSP), providing an assessment of average dynamic changes in power across the broad band EEG frequency spectrum as a function of time relative to experimental events. Alpha (7–12 Hz), beta (12–30 Hz) and gamma (30+ Hz) oscillations have shown strong movement-related modulations within the motor system [45–49]. Decreases of M1 oscillations in alpha and beta bands prior to and during movement (i.e. ERD) are followed by a post-movement rebound (Event Related Synchronization (ERS)) [50–52], while an intra-stride pattern of activation and deactivation has been demonstrated over the sensorimotor cortex [19]. Particularly the cyclic pattern of hemispheric midline modulations within the low-gamma band has been related to the organization of active walking [53,54].

In the present study, we explored cortical mechanisms involved in the apparent supporting role of arm swing in human gait. We hypothesized that, at the cortical level, particularly activity of the SMA reflects the neuronal organization of such gait supporting arm swing. We therefore employed ERSP to examine, both during overground walking and without arm swing, involvement of particularly the SMA and M1 leg area, as well as surrounding motor-related cortical regions. With EEG, brain activity during successive stages of the gait cycle was recorded from 32 scalp electrodes. The locations over the SMA (Fz) and M1 leg area (Cz) were the primary focus of this study. In this respect, the occurrence of high-frequency ERD over the SMA preceding ERD over the leg M1, might provide an argument favoring a premotor effect on M1 [55,56]. In addition, recordings at C3, C4, CP1 and CP2 were analyzed. Accelerometry recordings enabled identification of gait phases.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

Twenty healthy participants (7 males and 13 females, mean age 64.95 years, SD 7.2 years) were included in the study. Their advanced age enabled future reference with patients suffering from neurodegenerative diseases such as PD. None of them suffered from neurological disorders or used medication that influences movement. All participants were able to walk independently and had no cognitive problems (mean mini-mental state exam score 29.15, SD 0.99). They were right handed according to the Annett Handedness scale [57] and gave their written informed consent. The study was executed according to the Declaration of Helsinki (2013) and was approved by the ethical committee of the University Medical Center Groningen.

2.2. Task and experimental set-up

The experiment consisted of two sessions conducted on the same day with approximately 10 min in between. Participants were instructed to walk at their own comfortable speed through a hallway of 150 m in a straight line from start to finish and back. Turning was not included in the analysis. The first sessions was always walking with arm swing, i.e. participants were asked to walk as they would do when taking a walk in the park. This instruction aimed to avoid that participants would become highly aware of their arm swing with the risk of blocking gait with natural (anti-phase) arm swing. The second session was without arm swing, which implied that participants were instructed to keep their arms aligned with their body. Afterwards, video recordings were used to check whether participants did not accidentally swing their arms. During the two sessions, monopolar EEG was recorded using a cap with 32 active Ag-AgCl electrodes (EasyCap GmbH, Herrsching, Germany) located according to the international 10–20 system. With these electrodes, amplification first takes place at the electrode, thereby considerably suppressing potential artifacts in the EEG recordings due to cable movements. The ground and reference electrodes were located between Fz and FCz and between Cz and Fz, respectively. To further limit artifacts in the EEG, participants were asked to relax face and jaw muscles and to minimize eye blinks and swallowing during data recording, as much as possible. To mark the times of ‘Heel Strike’ and lifting the toe from the floor (Toe-Off) during walking, a tri-axial accelerometer (Compumedics Neuroscan, Singen, Germany) was placed over the L3 segment of the lumbar spine over the clothes, using Velcro straps. For this trunk accelerometer, the orientation of the three accelerometer axes, X, Y, and Z, when standing in the anatomical position, was medial/lateral, superior/inferior, and anterior/posterior, respectively. Positive X-values thus corresponded to acceleration to the left, positive Y-values to upward acceleration and positive Z-values to forward acceleration. The EEG and accelerometer signals were recorded and synchronized at a sampling rate of 1024 Hz using a portable amplifier (Siesta, Compumedics Neuroscan, Singen, Germany) and sent via WIFI to Profusion EEG software (v. 5.0, Compumedics Neuroscan, Singen, Germany) on a laptop and stored for later analysis.

2.3. Gait analysis

The exact time-points of Heel Strike and Toe-Off were determined by an approach introduced by Sejdic et al. (2016) [58]. The algorithm based on their work has three stages. In the first stage, the Y direction signal is used to identify potential gait events. Here, the time-points of maximum positive accelerometer amplitude in the Y direction were selected. These points were used in the second stage to identify Toe-Off. Based on the average value of the first 10 ms following the point selected in stage 1 of a leg accelerating in the X direction, the algorithm determined whether a step was made with the left or right leg. In the second stage, potential events from the first stage were processed to identify true Toe-Off for the left and right foot. These true events are characterized by the first negative peak after the largest positive peak in the Y direction, which was selected in the first stage. In the final (third) stage, the first negative peak before the largest positive peak in the Z direction of the accelerometer data was selected, which determines the Heel-Strike events. These three stages enable establishing the exact time-points of left and right Heel-Strike as well as left and right Toe-Off. These time-points were used to calculate swing time and stride time (of the full motion cycle) and served as markers for EEG analysis. The final stage of standing on a leg preceding the swing phase is the phase of double support, demarcated by opposite Heel Strike and Toe-Off. To determine gait variability, we calculated the stride time coefficient of variation by dividing the stride time standard deviation by the mean stride time across both walking sessions for each participant [59,60]. Moreover, as an index of gait symmetry, swing time symmetry ratio was calculated by dividing the mean left swing time by the mean right swing time [61].

2.4. Data pre-processing and analysis

Pre-processing and analyses were performed in MATLAB2014a (The MathWorks) using EEGLAB 13_1_1b (sccn.ucsd.edu/eeeglab), an open source environment for processing electrophysiological data. EEG
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recordings during overground walking were truncated to the straight-line walking segments (starting, stopping and turning segments were removed). To speed up computations the data were down sampled offline to a sampling rate of 256 Hz. Data were high pass filtered at 1 Hz using a finite impulse response (FIR) filter (Fig. 1A) with zero phase shift and also filtered for removing line noise at 50 and 100 Hz using the Cleanline technique (nitrc.org/projects/cleanline/). The next step concerned removing channels exhibiting substantial artifacts using the following criteria: (1) channels with magnitude < 30 or > 10,000 μV; (2) channels with kurtosis > 5 standard deviations from the mean; (3) channels uncorrelated with the neighbouring channels (r < 0.4) for more than 1% of the total time; (4) channels with standard deviation qualitatively higher than the other channels. These cutoffs were based on the work of Gwin and colleagues [62]. Data were subsequently re-referenced to the average of the remaining channels, which has been shown to minimize motion artefacts in EEG signals when performed as a post-processing step [63]. EEG data were epoched from 1000 ms before until 1000 ms after time of LHS. Infomax ICA was applied on the cleaned data sets to transform the EEG channel data into temporally independent component signals. DIFFIT functions within EEGLAB [64] computed an equivalent current dipole model that best explained the scalp topography of each IC using a boundary element head model based on the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template (the average of 152 MRI scans from healthy subjects, available at http://www.mni.mcgill.ca). ICs were excluded from the data for further analysis if the projection of the equivalent current dipole model to the scalp accounted for less than 80% of the scalp map variance [65], or if the topography and time-course of the IC was reflective of eye movement artifact [66,67]. Remaining ICs were classified as electrocortical sources or muscle sources based on inspection of their power spectra, ERSP and locations of their equivalent current dipoles. Spectral power peaks at stride frequency and broadband synchronization and desynchronization assisted in identifying ICs that were primarily related to movement artifacts rather than electrocortical activity (as illustrated in Fig. 1B-C). One last visual inspection was performed to check the quality of the cleaned data.

Afterwards, the complete dataset was split into segments of interest from the moment of Heel Strike until 1000 ms after. Between 120 and 150 epochs were used for the ERSP analysis for each participant. For each participant, the initial and final five gait cycles were removed to eliminate irregularity due to acceleration and delay at the onset and end of walking in the hallway. Single trial spectrograms were computed for each subject and channel and subsequently time-warped (to mean step latencies) using a linear interpolation function, to align the time-points for the right and left heel strikes over epochs following the methods by Gwin and colleagues [62].

To calculate gait cycle ERSPs the gain model was used [68], which is the default mode in EEGLAB. In this model, event-related spectral power changes were analyzed by the ERSP index:

\[
ERSP(f,t) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{k=1}^{n} (P_k(f,t))^2
\]

where for n trials, \( P_k(f,t) \) is the spectral estimate of trial k at frequency f and time t. ERSP shows mean time-frequency points across the input epochs, where higher or lower spectral power differs from mean power during the 1000 ms pre-stimulus baseline period of the same epochs, i.e. the mean of an entire gait cycle. The grand average mean ERSP plots for C3, C4, CP1, CP2, Cz and Fz for both walking with and without arm swing were generated. The color at each image pixel then indicates power (in dB) at a given frequency and latency relative to the time locking event.

To provide additional insight in the results from the elaborate analysis performed on selectively the recording sites Fz, Cz, C3, C4, CP1 and CP2, 32-channel ERSP scalp distribution maps of both low and high frequency ranges were made for the two walking conditions.

2.5. Statistical analysis

Pooled ERSP and significant ERSP differences between walking with and without arm swing were identified using a nonparametric bootstrapping method corrected for multiple comparisons using the False Discovery Rate (FDR) method available within EEGLAB 13_1_1b. SPSS version 23 for Windows (IBM Japan Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) was used for statistical analysis of gait characteristics. For normally distributed data, i.e. swing time symmetry ratio and stride time coefficient of variation, a paired t-test was used and for non-normally distributed data, i.e. stride time, a Wilcoxon signed rank test was used to compare walking with and without arm swing. An alpha level of 0.05 was assumed.

3. Results

3.1. Gait characteristics

Compared to walking with arm swing, walking without resulted in an 8.8% larger stride time coefficient of variation which was, however, not a statistically significant difference (Table 1). Neither did the small differences (1–2%) in the stride time and swing time symmetry ratio reach statistical significance.

3.2. Event related spectral perturbations

3.2.1. Recordings at Fz (putative supplementary motor area) and Cz (putative motor cortex – legs)

For both walking conditions, the recordings at the midline sites Fz and Cz showed a well-demarcated pattern of an ERD-ERS alternation within each step, most pronounced in the 5–12 Hz range, which thus corresponded with the periodicity of the gait cycle (mean cadence of 55

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Walking with arm swing</th>
<th>Walking without arm swing</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stride time (s)</td>
<td>1.095 (IQR 0.090)</td>
<td>1.075 (IQR 0.080)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STCV (%)</td>
<td>3.043 (SD 0.986)</td>
<td>3.313 (SD 1.538)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STSR (l/r)</td>
<td>0.998 (SD 0.050)</td>
<td>0.987 (SD 0.051)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
strides/minute). In the swing phase of each leg, a strong ERD emerged around Toe-Off until the mid-swing phase, followed by a transition to ERS that lasted in the final part of the swing phase (Fig. 2). The ERS was stronger at Cz than at Fz. Although this alternating ERD-ERS pattern in the low (5–12 Hz) range was seen in both gait conditions, it was more pronounced in walking with, compared to walking without swing. Particularly at Fz, ERD power in this low frequency range decreased during walking without arm swing.

In the 15–30 Hz frequency range at Fz, an alternating ERD-ERS pattern that resembled the pattern in the lower frequency range was only seen for walking with arm swing. Walking without arm swing revealed a significant power reduction in particularly the initial ERD for these higher frequencies, compared to walking with arm swing (p = 0.012) (Fig. 2). For the 15–30 Hz frequency range at Cz (the estimated location over the M1 leg area) this alternating ERD-ERS pattern was only slightly recognized when walking with arm swing. At Cz, however, walking without arm swing revealed an opposite effect, i.e. a significant increase of power occurred in this high-frequency range in both ERD and ERS (p = 0.031). This enhanced ERD and ERS was present around the (right) Toe-Off and during the left mid-swing phase, respectively (Fig. 2).

3.2.2. Recordings at C3 and C4 (putative left and right motor cortex - arms)

While at Cz, a consistent ERD-ERS succession was observed within the swing phase of each leg (5–12 Hz range), recordings at C3 and C4 showed that walking with arm swing was related with a pattern of alternating ERD and ERS, each related to the swing phase of opposite legs (Fig. 2). At C3 (putative left motor cortex representation of the right arm), the entire swing phase of the right leg showed a strong ERD (in the 5–12 Hz range), thus corresponding with the back swing of the right arm, while ERS was seen during the second half of the swing phase of the left leg, corresponding with the final stage of the right arm’s forward swing. In the 5–12 frequency range at C4 (putative right motor cortex representation of the left arm), the entire swing phase of the left leg showed a strong ERD, thus corresponding with the back swing of the left arm, while ERS during the second half of the left leg’s swing phase corresponded with the final stage of the left arm’s forward swing. During walking without arm swing, power of the strong ERD that corresponded with the back swing of the contralateral arm was significantly reduced in the 5–12 frequency range, both at C3 and C4 (p = 0.022 and p = 0.024, respectively) (Fig. 2).

In the high-frequency range (15–50 Hz), walking with arm swing showed a less pronounced pattern characterized by ERD around Toe-Off for each leg at C3 as well as C4, followed by ERS towards the end of the leg’s swing phase. This pattern in the 15–50 frequency range did not significantly change during walking without arm swing (Fig. 2).

3.2.3. Recordings at CP1 and CP2 (putative left and right parietal cortex)

Walking with arm swing showed broadband ERSP dynamics of which the temporal pattern was largely similar at CP1 and CP2: strong ERD occurred around right Toe-off and a strong ERS was seen in the second half of the swing phase of the left leg (Fig. 2). Leg movements in these phases of the gait cycle generally correspond with upper limb movements in the transition to right-arm back swing and the final part of the left-arm back swing. This pattern virtually comprised the entire frequency range, with the exception that it was less pronounced in the 30–50 Hz frequency range at CP1. Moreover, in the very low frequency range (< 5 Hz), the ERD extended in both the double support and entire right-leg swing phase of the gait cycle.

During walking without arm swing, the clear demarcation between ERD and ERS that was seen over a wide frequency range during walking with arm swing disappeared. In the 15–50 Hz frequency range at particularly CP2, without arm swing, ERD power significantly decreased at the transition from double support to the right-leg swing phase.
(p = 0.013), while ERS power decreased in the second half of the left-leg swing phase (p = 0.048) (Fig. 2). At CP1, such decreases were more subtle. In other words, parietal ERSP in the high frequency range related to (bilateral) arm swing in gait appeared to be predominantly right-lateralized.

In the 5–10 Hz frequency range at CP2, during walking without arm swing, ERD turned into ERS in the double support phase preceding left Toe-off, compared to walking with arm swing (p = 0.001) (Fig. 2). The opposite was seen in the second half of the left leg’s swing phase at CP1: ERS turned into ERD during walking without arm swing, compared to gait with arm swing (p = 0.007).

3.3. ERSP scalp maps

The spatial distribution of ERSP over the entire scalp during walking with and without arm swing provided additional information to complement optimal assessment of the ERSP plots presented for Cz, Fz, C3, C4, CP1 and CP2 (Fig. 3).

4. Discussion

In the present study we found characteristic differences between walking with and without arm swing regarding the electrocortical activity recorded at Fz and Cz, putatively representing (and further referred to as) the SMA and the leg area of M1, respectively. These differences provide support for a specific contribution of the SMA in overground walking with natural arm swing. The regular within-step ERD-ERS succession that was identified over both midline areas during walking with arm swing is generally consistent with the literature [11,19,69,70]. While in the lower (5–12 Hz) frequency range, the within-step ERD-ERS succession remained essentially unaffected over the leg M1 during walking without arm swing, this condition without arm swing showed a less sharply demarcated ERD-ERS pattern (with significantly reduced ERD) over the more anteriorly located SMA. Moreover, in the higher frequency range (15–50 Hz), this regular ERD-ERS pattern related to walking with arm swing was clearly identified over the SMA and not over the leg M1, while particularly the ERD power of this pattern over the SMA was significantly stronger in walking with arm swing compared to walking without. At the contrary, in this higher frequency range, ERSP power over the leg M1 became stronger during walking without, compared to walking with arm swing. This arm swing-related ERSP power may thus represent the contribution of the SMA to efficient four-limb movement, while in the absence of arm swing, stronger high-frequency power over the leg M1 might point at enhanced effort to organize the legs cyclic movement pattern [53]. In walking with arm swing the observed ERD over the SMA did not precede the leg M1 ERD, which implies that our measurements did not provide arguments for a crucial influence of the SMA on M1 [55,56]. Further support for the involvement of the SMA in four-limb co-ordination can be inferred from the observation that at the C3
and C4 recordings, representing the more lateral left and right motor cortex, respectively, no characteristic step-related ERD-ERS pattern was observed. Instead, we found a strong low-frequency ERD that lasted during the entire swing phase of the contralateral leg. This contralateral forward leg swing corresponds in time with a back swing of the arm on the same side. Decrease of the ERD at these recording sites during walking without arm swing could thus be related to reduced back swing of the contralateral arm [71]. In contrast to the ERD changes over the SMA, however, the profile of strictly contralateral ERD over the motor cortex is an argument against a specific contribution to bilateral motor control. We acknowledge that, although the lateral position of C3 and C4 supports a stronger relation with arm than leg movement, an absolute dissociation cannot be proven from our data. Indeed, enhanced ERD has been previously observed over the more lateral motor cortex during active walking compared to passive walking, both without arm swing [53].

A third characteristic ERSP pattern was observed at the two parietal recording sites CP1 (left) and CP2 (right). Here, during walking with arm swing, ERSP analyses suggests a lateralized movement phenomenon: around the onset of the swing phase of the right leg, a strong ERD emerged over both parietal regions, following the abrupt ending of a strong ERS at left heel strike. A weak ERD around the onset of left leg swing was only found over the right and not the left parietal cortex. An unequivocal explanation is hard to give. The parietal ERD onset precedes the ERD recorded over the above described regions, which might suggest a higher-order motor component providing information for the SMA and motor cortex [56,72]. As this bilateral parietal ERD occurs around the onset of particularly right leg movement, one might infer that such information is specifically channeled to the (dominant) left motor cortex. Given the sharp transition from ERS to ERD at left heel strike, which is most striking over the right parietal cortex, such parietal information might include a sensory trigger for the preparation of (dominant) right leg movement [73–75]. The involvement of coinciding arm and leg movements, in anti-phase, associated with both motor and sensory neuronal activations illustrates the complexity of possible parietal mechanisms. Nevertheless, it is intriguing to see that the ER-S-ERD power in the high frequency range around left heel strike is significantly reduced over the right parietal cortex when walking without arm swing. In this respect one might speculate that arm swing also provides a sensory contribution gait control.

In PD, a typical characteristic of affected gait is the absence of arm swing [34–36], a symptom that emerges together with problems in gait initiation. These features are both seen as a consequence of impaired SMA function due to reduced input from affected cortico-basal ganglia loops [34,76]. Gait disturbances in a disease characterized by SMA dysfunction are thus consistent with our results from healthy subject that at a point of contribution of arm swing to efficient walking, mediated by the SMA. This cortical role in walking is complementary to, and not at odds with integration between cyclic movement patterns of upper and lower limbs embedded in e.g. spinal cord circuitry [7,8]. Although the stride time coefficient of variation was larger in walking without arm swing, we did not find significant differences between the behavioral characteristics of walking with and without arm swing. In this respect, a reduced contribution of the SMA to efficient four-limb coordination may be compensated by the enhanced impact of M1 activity of the legs, as proposed above.

With regard to the experimental design of the present study, one might question whether the instruction of walking without arm swing may inflict an unnatural, more conscious and variable gait which introduces an additional component in the EEG power modulations [11]. Given the easy task, we do not consider this to be a confounding effect. Another methodological issue is that ambulatory 32-channel EEG remains susceptible to and is limited in extracting specifically movement artefacts, which requires cautious data preprocessing and critical evaluation of EEG phasic changes [19,77–79].

5. Conclusion

EEG and accelerometer data recorded during walking demonstrated coherent cyclic changes of power in distinct EEG frequency bands over the SMA and M1 leg area. These patterns support the conclusion that, during overground walking, arm swing-associated activity over the SMA represents a neuronal organization that contributes to integrated cyclic anti-phase movements of the upper- and lower limbs. As we did not find arguments from the temporal succession of ERSP patterns that the SMA facilitates M1 to generate motor commands for locomotion, a plausible mechanism includes a direct SMA effect on the spinal cord. The ERSP analysis thus provides a neuronal underpinning of arm swing support in walking and highlights a cortical contribution. Better understanding of both bottom-up and top-down pathways coordinating movements of the four limbs during gait may serve rehabilitation concepts concerning impaired walking in neurological conditions such as PD, spinal cord injury and stroke.
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